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JOVIAN SINK MIXER

code

2121.044A

Sleek, artistic and functional. Jovian’s intense lines and distinctly European
looking design will transform your bathroom or kitchen into the creative space
you want it to be. Clever engineering ensures premium performance without
compromising on aesthetic beauty. Our Jovian Collection is perfect for any
modern home where style is celebrated.

JOVIAN PULL DOWN SINK MIXER 

code 

2134.044A

Sleek, artistic and functional. Jovian’s intense lines and distinctly European
looking design will transform your bathroom or kitchen into the creative space
you want it to be. Clever engineering ensures premium performance without
compromising on aesthetic beauty. Our Jovian Collection is perfect for any
modern home where style is celebrated.

VIXEN RETRACTABLE SINK MIXER CHROME 

code 

6494.044A

Sophisticated, spirited and stylish. The Vixen range is stunning in both looks and
functionality, with a two tone finish making it an ideal kitchen feature. Available
in chrome, matte black with chrome accents or white with chrome accents, let
yourself be seduced by Vixen.

DORF & CAROMA SINK MIXER COLLECTION



VIXEN RETRACTABLE SINK MIXER BLACK 

code 

6495.044A

Sophisticated, spirited and stylish. The Vixen range is stunning in both looks and
functionality, with a two tone finish making it an ideal kitchen feature. Available
in chrome, matte black with chrome accents or white with chrome accents, let
yourself be seduced by Vixen.

VIXEN RETRACTABLE SINK MIXER WHITE 

code 

6496.044A

Sophisticated, spirited and stylish. The Vixen range is stunning in both looks and
functionality, with a two tone finish making it an ideal kitchen feature. Available
in chrome, matte black with chrome accents or white with chrome accents, let
yourself be seduced by Vixen.

EPIC SINK MIXER (BLACK) 

code 

6573.904A

Bold, assured and stylish. Epic’s sculptured, soft curves take inspiration from
Europe, delivered with detailed and quality Australian design and engineering. At
home in any designer bathroom or kitchen, the Epic Collection is built tough
enough for everyday rigors.

MADI SINK MIXER

code

6701.044A

Refined, symmetrical and perfectly balanced, Madi’s sleek looks are ideal for the
modern kitchen. European inspired, with twin lever handle design for optimum
control.



VILLA SINK MIXER

code

6905.044A

Timeless, yet modern design. This beautiful and durable range is made from solid
brass and finished with chrome. Circular profiles help soften sharp angles,
resulting in a balanced and versatile collection that lifts any kitchen or bathroom
with subtlety and modern refinement. Complete with the latest Dorf technology
the Villa range is simply built to last.

VIRIDIAN SINK MIXER

code

811011C4A

Clean lines and smooth surfaces. This durable range of modern mixers
incorporates simple lines and smooth curves with appealing polished surfaces.
Versatile and easy to accessorise, beneath the polished chrome surface you’ll
find reliable, water-saving engineering and quality, built-to-last manufacturing.
Perfect for contemporary and family homes.

VIRIDIAN PULL DOWN SINK MIXER 

code 

811012C4A

Clean lines and smooth surfaces. This durable range of modern mixers
incorporates simple lines and smooth curves with appealing polished surfaces.
Versatile and easy to accessorise, beneath the polished chrome surface you’ll
find reliable, water-saving engineering and quality, built-to-last manufacturing.
Perfect for contemporary and family homes.

CAROMA QUATRO SINK MIXER 

code 

90701C5A

Effortlessly stylish and exceptionally functional, the new Quatro range is
designed to impress. Contemporary and refined, this range incorporates loop
style handles and a polished finish to ensure that your bathroom brings you
peace of mind



QUATRO SOLID SINK MIXER 

code 

90716C5A

Effortlessly stylish and exceptionally functional, the new Quatro Solid range is
designed to impress. Contemporary and refined, this range incorporates solid
handles and a polished finish.

A number of brands and products on this page are the subject of registered trade marks, register designs and/or registered patents. 
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